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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Treaty #10.  The informant was present at the signing. 
         - Discusses his understanding of the terms.          
         Louis:  We are, my friend, doing research on old treaties, when 
         the first negotiations were being made, like we in Alberta.  
         And there is a quite a lot of area of treaty six that is in 
         Saskatchewan also.  And all those old stories that the old 
         people told of how they were dealt with, what was promised to 
         them if they were promised anything.  What they surrendered if 
         they did surrender anything.  When the white man came to 
         negotiate with the Indian people, did he buy the land or did he 
         get this land through leased basis?  Of all of this could you 
         tell me what you know and what you've heard?  All this 
         information will be kept. 
           
         Solomo:  I don't know. 
          
         Louis:  First state your name and how old are you? 
          
         Solomo:  86 years of age and Solomo Peyopiskos is my name, from 
         Canoe Lake, Saskatchewan.  What you have asked me I don't 
         really know much about it.  Because the first treaty that was 
         made was thirteen years old then, that was when we were treated 
         here at Narrows. 
          
         Louis:  Was this the treaty #10? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, that's the one.  Even then I couldn't go in into 
         that tent when they made treaty.  I was outside listening.  They 



         negotiated about ten days. Treaty Indians and Metis people. 
         Metis people had kept saying the white man are pressuring 
         Indians, they should give them scrip. There was a lot of money 
         involved there.  And that land scrip, it's worth about one 
         thousand dollars.  And us treaty Indians only received $12.00 
         each.  But a lot of people didn't want that and those people 
         had selected what they wanted.  They finally settled the 
         matters in regards the Indian treaty.  Then they took treaty 
         instead.  Chipewyan people, and all the northern tribes.  All 
         those people gathered here at Narrows. I was outside listening 
         even though I was not much of anything then.  But I've 
         listened. 
          
         Once everything was settled this is what was promised (the 
         government).  A reserve was to be granted to us, like same as 
         where we're at now.  It was said this reserve was to be ours 
         and nobody was ever to come around to bother us.  This we were 
         told by the Indian agent.  This the Queen had agreed and 
         signed.  The late Queen Victoria.  Her paper was read to the 
         people after everything was settled.  It says on that paper, 
         you could kill anything, moose, ducks and fish.  Everything 
         that could be eaten.  You will never be stopped for killing 
         these in the future.  The man that was reading the doucments 
         has quoted.  "This is what our grandmother says here on this 
         paper."  I have believed and hung on to those promises ever 
          
         since then. I've always followed them.  But lately they've 
         changed these and we were to be treated same as Metis people. 
         We have to pay permits; we can't even kill a duck or take any 
         wild eggs.  But I still take eggs wherever I find them anyway.  
         Duck eggs.  I used to kill a lot of ducks.  I've gone to 
         southerly region and I have told them about this.  And what the 
         Indian Agent had told me, wherever you go, you could kill game, 
         even on the road allowance, you can butcher game, a moose right 
         in the open.  It don't matter if the white sees you.  It's your 
         right. 
          
         I had received a paper from Ottawa, which is very old now, it 
         is pretty worn out.  But I still carried it here with me. But 
         you could hardly read it now.  How it's been folded it had torn 
         along the edges like that.  I have kept this paper ever since. 
         Game wardens had taken people to court to pay fines for hunting 
         and had seized their guns.  There was one here that had his 
         rifle taken away from him, not far from here where those hills 
         are.  The warden saw him while butchering a moose; the warden 
         just took the gun away.  He was taken to court and I have 
         talked for that man.  The warden that took that gun away, I've 
         asked the Indian agent why he went and took that gun away. He 
         said he didn't know.  He said that must have been his own idea.  
         We were having a meeting here.  There was a big house that is 
         situated near here.  We were having a gathering there when I 
         asked him about this and I've took this paper of mine to show 
         him and have him read it what it says about us treaty Indians.  
         The inspector read it; the Indian agent read it.  The police 
         that was present read it and the inspector asked me outside and 
         asked me who was the warden that took the rifle away from the 
         man.  He says, "Which one is it?"  I told him, "The one that's 



         inside the building."  He says, "Why did he do that for?" And I 
         told him he must know himself the reason why.  Me alone I 
         didn't know as to why he did this.  The agent asked me what I 
         should do to the warden. He told me whatever I said, he would 
         do.  If I wanted him to be fired, he'd do it.  He says if you 
         tell me to fire him, I will fire him right away.  And unless if 
         you want him to stay, it's up to you.  Mind you the warden was 
         a good natured fellow.  And finally I told him to keep him on, 
         but also stated not to do that again. Then we all went in and 
         he (the agent) told him about what I had just said.  That man 
         got his gun back and he wasn't fined for it. 
          
         And there was another incident.  A man was apprehended here for 
         selling meat.  You're not supposed to sell meat.  He had sold 
         the meat to the white man while he was butchering an animal.  
         He told him we don't sell meat but the white man kept asking 
         him to give him some.  He finally gave him some and kind of 
         pushed him to go higher.  Here I don't really know what 
         happened and I don't know the results of that court case.  And 
         that was that, I haven't seen him yet.  
          
          
         Louis: I'll ask you some of the questions here, as to what was 
         your understanding of the treaties (Weetuskeewin), what is 
         called treaty. When the white man came to negotiate with the 
         Indian people what did they negotiate about?  Could you tell 
         some of these things here?  What was given up to him (white man); 
         did the Indians sell this land or not? 
          
         Solomo:  Is it outside or within the reserves? 
          
         Louis:  I'm talking about the land of Canada. 
          
         Solomo:  That I wouldn't know too much about it.  Just what we 
         have here, this is what is belonged to us. We own this.  And the 
         rest is owned by the government now. 
          
         Louis:  Did the Indians own this land before the white man came? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, the Indians owned all this land. 
          
         Louis:  Did the Indians sell it or surrender this land or did 
         they leased it to the white people when they made treaty? 
          
         Solomo:  I don't know anything about that.  The paper that was 
         sent to us had stated the land was to be granted to us and we 
         could hunt anytime we wanted to within the reserve. 
          
         Louis:  An Indian could hunt anywhere? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes. 
          
         Louis:  He could kill game?  And how about with the lakes, 
         could he go and fish on any lake? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, he could fish anywhere, as long as there is water.  
         I was told an Indian could fish anywhere and this is what is 



         stated on that Queen's paper. But the document paper was burned 
         or destroyed, it's gone now. 
          
         Louis:  What was promised to the Indian people when the Queen 
         made all those promises? 
          
         Solomo:  No, an Indian would never have to pay for anything. 
         Whatever he may need he was to ask for it.  This is what was 
         stated on that paper. 
          
         Louis:  Ask him (Speaking to Charlie Blackman). 
          
         Charlie:  What did he (the white man) go by when he made those 
         promises?   
          
         Solomo:  Was it the sun!  As long as the sun goes and as long 
         as the rivers flow and as long as the grass grows, all these 
         promises would last.  And he had said, "no two-legged man will 
         ever break those promises."  Maybe a four-legged man would be 
         able to but not a two-legged person.  All these I have promised 
         to all you treaty people - as long as the sun walks, as long as 
         the rivers flow and all the grass that will grow.  What she 
         meant was these promises would never be broken, they would 
         always last. 
          
         Louis:  In that case the white man has four legs, of all the 
         broken promises he had made.  
          
         Solomo:  This is what I often said.  He pretends he has four 
         legs.  And... 
          
         Louis:  The old saying is, he's an animal. 
          
         Solomo:  The chief here - or the chief we had, he isn't a chief 
         any more now - he had a medal, a white piece of metal.  It's 
         round.  That was to signify all these things would be always. 
          
         Louis:  An Indian would always have the rights to hunt and trap 
         in anywhere. 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, that's it. 
          
         Louis:  He would never be punished for it. 
          
         Solomo:  No, never. 
          
         Louis:  And how about education?  Was there any mention of 
         children to be taught at schools? 
          
         Solomo:  None, he didn't mention those things. 
          
         Souis:  Would Indian people have to pay for these things? 
          
         Solomo:  He never mentioned, I was there throughout the 
         negotiations.   
          
         Louis:  How about the medicare, medicine and hospital bills?  



         Did he say Indian people to pay for these? 
          
         Solomo:  No, nothing. 
          
         Louis:  Have the Indian surrendered those have you heard? 
          
          
         Solomo:  I have never heard.  I've never went anywhere else 
         except staying here all the time. Some time I go visit the 
         Chipewyan people. All these meetings I never attended them. 
          
         Charlie:  Have you ever heard if the mountains were to be 
         mentioned during the negotiations? 
          
         Solomo:  Never, he never mentioned them. 
          
         Louis:  What did he negotiate for land or anything else?  Could 
         you state what he dealt with the Indian people? 
          
         Solomo:  He had promised a land would be set aside for us, such 
         as where we are now.  And all this lake was to be ours too.  
         But they have broken that now.  But then again the Indians are 
         owning the lake again. 
          
         Louis:  Now I'll ask you, what is your wish for the children 
         that are growing up as to how to retain their treaty rights?  Do 
         you want to keep these treaty promises to be as they were meant 
         to be? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, I'd rather like to have them kept. 
          
         Louis:  You would like to see the children to benefit from these 
         treaty rights? 
          
         Solomo:  As I've often said, an elder hasn't got the 
         understanding and no English spoken, as we've often been told 
         whenever there is a gathering.  Like me I don't speak English 
         and I don't read.  And an Indian runs their affairs even though 
         they didn't know any English.  But as it were they did some 
         good work.  But today people read and write, speak in English. 
         They are overruling the elders now, they think nothing of them.  
          
         Louis:  This is the reason why we are going around to elders.  
         Elders should be listened to and believed whenever or when they 
         are trying to make a point.  They have the experience and 
         knowledge and have seen a lot in their time in life.  And this 
         information is going to be presented to the government for the 
         claims of what was promised to the Indian people.  That the 
         government make amends to the Indian people of what was 
         promised.  This is why we are trying to use the elders 
         understandng of the whole treaty concept. 
          
         Solomo:  As I've mentioned when we were being negotiated with, 
         after we got paid then they read us the terms. The Queen paper 
         was kept until everything was passed. 
          
          



         Charlie:  There is something underneath the ground that is 
         valuable.  Did the government tell you if he bought the land 
         also along with everything under? 
          
         Solomo:  There was no mention on that. 
          
         Charlie:  Do you think you (as Indians) still own that? 
          
         Solomo:  We still own all our reserve and if the chief wants to 
         surrender it he is the one that runs the reserve. But if we 
         elders don't think it should be surrendered then it won't 
         happen.  This I've told them many times already to try and 
         retain our reserve as long as we could.  And the chief really 
         believes me. 
          
         Charlie:  And the white men has discovered such as oil and other 
         things.  Has the white man ever told you that you should benefit 
         from those too? 
          
         Solomo:  Never, they never approached me with anything on that.  
         And I know there is something on our reserve as I've heard.  
         Not far from here, about a mile down, there is something there.  
         The ground is yellowish and it shines. When an iron is held close 
         to the ground it magnetized the metal.  So there must be 
         something valuable in the ground. And there's a hill not far 
         from here, you must have come by there.  And in the reserve there 
         is a watch tower and there is also something under the ground. 
         This is what the white people say, but they will not admit what 
         it is.  It's right on top of the hill and there is water rights 
         around it.  
          
         Louis:  And I'll ask you something else.  Those treaty women 
         that married outside the reserve, a white man or a Metis, what 
         do you think of losing their Indian status?  Do you think they 
         should retain their treaty rights or to lose it? 
          
         Solomo:  No, they should lose their treaty status. 
          
         Louis:  To lose their treaty rights? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, as it was said by the Indian agent.  When a 
         treaty woman marries a non-treaty, white man or a Metis she 
         would automatically get out of the reserve.  She wouldn't have 
         the rights on the reserve. And she could never get back in.  
         This is what was told to our chief.  They usually get one 
         hundred dollars as soon as they get married. 
          
         Louis:  And if supposing treaty men marries a white or Metis 
         woman would she take in as full treaty? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, they could get their women registered.  'Cause the 
         man has his rights. We could get white women anytime here. 
          
         Louis:  Yeah, that would be good. 
          
         Solomo:  That's the way it is.  A man could marry a Metis woman 
         and he would automatically have her registered as treaty.  Then 



         she would belong on the reserve. But if a treaty woman marries 
         a non-treaty, white or Metis, she would be out. 
          
         Louis:  And you would like to see this to be kept as it is, or 
         to change that law?  Like this Mrs. Lavallee case, women had 
         fought that she would like to become a treaty again after she 
         married a white man. 
          
         Solomo:  That woman? 
          
         Louis:  Yes. 
          
         Solomo:  I wouldn't want that to happen. 
          
         Louis:  That's the question I want to ask you of what would you 
         think?   
          
         Solomo:  She had anticipated the consequences and therefore she 
         should stay as it is.  As she had already been out for quite a 
         while then she went and started the issue.  I believe she was 
         from here in Saskatchewan as I was told.  She created a big thing out 
         of it, too.  But today I'd believe that is quieting down a bit. 
          
         Louis:  Would you like to add anything else further to what 
         you've said about this land?  And as an Indian where you may 
         feel things could be improved or otherwise from Ottawa? 
          
         Solomo:  There are some things that should be straightened out 
         that's within our reserve. But mostly our young people are 
         ruining things now, all different matters.  And they don't seem 
         to bother too much about the reserve. If a white man tries to 
         come in and stir up something, I don't think we should allow him 
         to do that.  
          
         Louis:  How is the Indian Affairs been looking after you 
         people?  Has it been beneficial for you people? 
          
         Solomo:  Whom are you talking about? 
          
         Louis:  Those Indian Affairs people, from Ottawa or the Indian 
         agents?   
          
          
         Solomo:  They have been good enough, I'd guess.  The people here 
         have been looked after. Even the young men.  Some don't 
         work, they still get assistance. 
          
         Louis:  The reserve here appears to be in good standards.  The 
         houses are nice.  People in Alberta, especially northern parts, 
         some areas are poor.  In terms of improvements I'd think it is 
         the fault of the Indian Affairs people.  They don't seem to 
         want to help people that much about Indian people's betterment.  
          
         Solomo:  Some people have been trying to stir up problems, 
         concerning the Indian reserves. There was a man named Joe 
         Deliver somewheres around Sandy Lake. He had lost some of his 
         reserve, maybe all of it.  I don't know.  That chief end up 



         living near the road allowance 'cause they had sold their 
         land.  And after they've sold their land, they didn't receive 
         any monies for quite a while. They've sold the land, they've 
         named the price they want, but after they sold everything, they 
         went to get paid.  They've only got ten dollars each. You see 
         they were bribed or something.  Whatever I know I tried to 
         relate to our chief here.  This chief is considered and 
         recognized as a true chief.  He has that medallion from way 
         back.  That medallion is the sign of treaty obligations.  And 
         also the suits that were given to chiefs, the chief still has 
         those.  The government people that came here were from B.C.  They 
         wanted to buy that medallion from him. 
          
         Louis:  He didn't want to sell it. 
          
         Solomo:  He has said he was offered one thousand dollars.  They 
         even brought the money in the house. "You offer me $1000.  I don't 
         think I'll ever sell it."  This is what the chief told them.  "If I 
         gave this medallion away or sell it then I have broken the 
         reserve.  This is what's holding any reserve.  The white men got 
         mad at me afterwards." 
          
         Charlie:  Has the Queen mentioned that there would be provinces 
         such as Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba?  Did she mention in 
         the future years, these would exist? 
          
         Solomo:  No, they never say anything about that.  Like the 
         reserve people, once you are granted a land where to settle they 
         will always be the same.  
          
         Charlie:  Then you could hunt anywhere? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, yes. 
          
          
         Charlie: And now we are told in Saskatchewan, us Alberta 
         residents can't hunt here in Saskatchewan and Saskatchewan 
         Indians can't hunt in Alberta.  This wasn't to be so in the 
         first treaty. 
          
         Solomo:  No, never.  They never mentioned.  A treaty Indian 
         can't hunt anywhere to kill moose. 
          
         Charlie:  You still consider this is your land as long as you 
         live and also your grandchildren? 
          
         Solomo:  Yes, yes, that's right, I'd like to hang on to these 
         things.  If I could talk in English I could have told off a 
         white man lots of times.  These game wardens here think they 
         know so much. 
          
         Charlie:  Us people don't want this to happen.  If a person 

          could come and hunt here we would sure like it.  Because this
         land is ours.  If we come over here it will be the same 'cause 
         we owned this land. We were never been told there would be such 
         provinces.   
          



         Louis:  Is there anything that you want to talk about?  Or is 

f there is something you want to ask me I guess I can 
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         that all? 
          

lomo:  I         So
         elaborate on it. Perhaps we should be allowed to have two old 
         ladies each.  That's all. 
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